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Big Barker therapeutic dog beds launch in the UK

Big Barker – handcrafted, American-made beds designed to alleviate joint pain and enable
dogs to rest comfortably – are available for the first time in the UK.

Philadelphia PA, USA (PRWEB UK) 20 April 2017 -- Big Barker – manufacturer of the Internet's favorite dog
bed – is crossing the Atlantic to bring its unique therapeutic mattresses to dog lovers in the United Kingdom.

Philadelphia-based Big Barker's mission is to improve the quality of life for big dogs by providing handcrafted,
therapeutic mattresses that help alleviate joint pain and enable dogs of any size to rest comfortably.
Incorporating cutting-edge foam engineering with state-of-the-art pressure-mapping technology, each bed is
handcrafted from certified Certi-PUR-US® American-made foam.

Dogs, particularly larger breeds, are prone to painful ailments that are exacerbated by sleeping directly on the
floor or on cheap, unsupportive dog beds. Big dogs can suffer in silence from ailments such as arthritis, hip
dysplasia, ACL tears and repairs, Wobbler disease, and stiffness and slowness resulting from older age.

Founded by Eric Shannon in 2012, Big Barker manufactures and sells the highest quality dog mattresses
available. Shannon founded the company when his 92-pound mix, Hank, was diagnosed with hip dysplasia at
an early age. With a lack of products aimed at big dogs, Shannon set out to engineer and manufacture a big-dog
bed — and Big Barker was born.

Today, Big Barker’s array of mattresses and SUV beds average 5-star ratings on over 4,000 reviews via
Amazon and Google Shopping.

"We designed Big Barker beds as a response to a void in the marketplace for mattresses that could properly
support larger dogs. Now that word is spreading among dog lovers, there has been a demand to begin making
them available in the UK, and we're excited to finally be able to do so," said Shannon. "As any dog owner can
attest, we love our pets like members of the family and want them to be happy and healthy. Beyond diet and
exercise, the best thing we can do to promote their well-being is to provide a comfortable and healthy place to
rest."

Big Barker mattresses are available in three colors (khaki, chocolate, and burgundy) and sizes:
• 48″ x 30″ x 7″ (Best for Labs, Golden Retrievers, Boxers, etc.)
• 52″ x 36″ x 7″ (For any dog bigger than a Lab but smaller than a Great Dane)
• 60″ x 48″ x 7″ (This massive bed is specifically made for Great Danes)

Big Barker has performed extensive testing on its mattresses and offer a 10-year warranty against flattening.
Every Big Barker therapeutic mattress also includes a stylish, easy-to-clean, furniture-quality cover.

Big Barker mattresses are available for purchase directly through BigBarker.co.uk and Amazon UK.
###
About Big Barker: Headquartered in Philadelphia, Pa., Big Barker’s mission is to improve the quality of life for
big dogs by providing handcrafted, American-made beds that help alleviate joint pain and enable dogs of any
size to rest comfortably. We offer dog lovers a clear choice: Keep paying to replace poorly made dog beds that
flatten and fall apart, or let us protect both your pocketbook and your dog with our pet-industry leading, “Can’t
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Flatten, Won’t Flatten” 10-year warrantied bed. Info: http://BigBarker.co.uk | Facebook| YouTube | Pinterest|
Twitter| Instagram

Media Contact:
Matthew Brannon
(484) 264-3979
matthew.brannon(at)swbrinc(dot)com
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Contact Information
Matthew Brannon
+1 (267) 975-5044

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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